Ride-sharing may substantially contribute to future-compliant sustainable mobility, both in urban and rural areas. The service quality of ride-sharing fleets jointly depends on the topology of the underlying street networks, the spatio-temporal demand distributions, and the dispatching algorithms. Yet, efficiency of ride-sharing services is typically quantified by economic or ecological ad-hoc measures that do not transfer to new service regions with different characteristics. Here we derive a generic measure of ride-sharing efficiency based on the intrinsic ride-sharing dynamics that follows a universal scaling law across network topologies. We demonstrate that the same scaling holds across street networks of distinct topologies, including cities, islands and rural areas, and is insensitive to modifying request distributions and dispatching criteria. These results further our understanding of the collective dynamics of ride-sharing fleets and may enable quantitative evaluation of conditions towards increasing the feasibility of creating or transferring ride-sharing services to previously unserviced regions.
Ride-sharing may substantially contribute to future-compliant sustainable mobility, both in urban and rural areas. The service quality of ride-sharing fleets jointly depends on the topology of the underlying street networks, the spatio-temporal demand distributions, and the dispatching algorithms. Yet, efficiency of ride-sharing services is typically quantified by economic or ecological ad-hoc measures that do not transfer to new service regions with different characteristics. Here we derive a generic measure of ride-sharing efficiency based on the intrinsic ride-sharing dynamics that follows a universal scaling law across network topologies. We demonstrate that the same scaling holds across street networks of distinct topologies, including cities, islands and rural areas, and is insensitive to modifying request distributions and dispatching criteria. These results further our understanding of the collective dynamics of ride-sharing fleets and may enable quantitative evaluation of conditions towards increasing the feasibility of creating or transferring ride-sharing services to previously unserviced regions.
Transport and human mobility in particular are essential for sustainable development [1] [2] [3] [4] . Yet, creating and operating accessible, fair and efficient mobility systems in cities and rural areas is becoming increasingly difficult. Urbanization is projected to grow from 55% of the population, about 4.2 billion people living in cities today, to 66% of more than 10 billion people by 2050 [5, 6] . This densification comes with substantial social, economic and ecological challenges [7] [8] [9] . In particular, it will further increase the load on transport systems in urban areas and amplify imbalances relative to rural areas.
Besides traditional private and public transport solutions, emerging ride-sharing services offer promising alternatives [10] [11] [12] [13] . Already today, service providers such as Moia, UberPool and others [14, 15] operate fleets of ride-sharing vehicles and offer demand-driven transportation. These ride-sharing services combine the routes of several passengers into the same vehicle ( Fig. 1) , thereby providing options to make mobility more efficient and sustainable by reducing the number of cars required and the total distance driven to transport the same number of people [16] [17] [18] . Implementing such ride-sharing services requires assigning incoming requests to different transporters with suitable online-algorithms [18] [19] [20] and service providers require estimates for optimal fleet sizes and capacity as well as solutions to load balancing. While some of these problems have been addressed in general [21] [22] [23] [24] , many existing works focus on case studies in specific cities [25] [26] [27] . In particular, the efficiency of on-demand ride-sharing services is often quantified via economic or ecological ad-hoc measures applied to specific service conditions. The simultaneous dependence on particular cities or regions, the spatio-temporal demand patterns and the chosen dispatching algorithms make it hard to predict service efficiency and optimal parameters in new areas or under unfamiliar conditions.
In this article, we propose to quantify efficiency based on the collective nonlinear dynamics of the ride sharing fleet by evaluating the average number of scheduled customers per vehicle as a function of the normalized system load. The resulting efficiency curves collapse to a universal scaling function across various graph theoretical model topologies as well as a wide range of real world street network topologies, including cities of different sizes and densities, rural areas and islands. A single topological factor measures the difficulty of implementing an efficient ride-sharing system and quantifies the impact of the specific network topology and request distribution. The universal scaling uncovered may be relevant to the large scale implementation of ride-sharing, as it supports prediction of ride-sharing efficiency not only in newly serviced cities but also its adaptation to suburban or rural areas with qualitatively different demand conditions.
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FIG. 1. Ride-sharing combines similar trips to fewer vehicles. (a) Private car traffic and traditional ride-hailing services (e.g. taxis) serve every request individually (one color for each request, start and end points marked by disks and crosses, respectively). (b) Ride-sharing services reduce the total distance driven by combining similar requests. Here five requests are served by two vehicles, one serving three requests, one serving two, exploiting substantial overlap of the respective routes. l vB λ, where l is the average trip length per customer and v the characteristic bus driving velocity (see Methods for more details). A longer average trip length l implies that buses are busy with individual requests longer and the load is higher. Increasing the driving velocity v or the number B of buses reduces the load per bus. If x < 1, all requests can be served one by one (e.g. by taxis), if x > 1 ride-sharing becomes necessary. What are suitable observables to quantify ride-sharing efficiency? Instead of focusing on specific resources, such as fuel consumption or monetary cost, we here evaluate efficiency based on the intrinsic fleet dynamics. At any time, each bus of a ride-sharing service has a number C of customers it is scheduled to serve, including passengers already on the bus as well as customers planned to be picked up in the future. As the load on the system increases, per bus more customers are scheduled and served. The average number of scheduled customers C grows linearly with the normalized request rate x in the ride-sharing regime (x > 1). Ridesharing is easier in networks with few distinct shortest paths (e.g. ring, green) and C is closer to the optimal service scaling C = x (black dashed line). The colored lines indicate the expected number of customers from the observed waiting and driving times, Eq. (3). (c) The scaling of C converges to the optimal scaling as the number of buses is increased. At constant load x the number of requests increases proportionally to the number of buses, also increasing the number of similar trips that can be shared efficiently. See also Supplementary Figure S2 . (d) The difference to the optimal scaling defines the efficiency E [Eq. 1, evaluated at x = 7.5]. The quantitative value of the efficiency varies strongly across the different topologies while the qualitative behavior is similar .
reflects the load on the system, i.e. per bus the fleet serves C = x customers at any given time, the system is operating at optimal efficiency. Consider, for example, the onset of ride-sharing, x = 1: in the limit of perfectly efficient service, the buses on average have exactly C = 1 customer scheduled at each time. Otherwise, when the buses serve individual requests less efficiently with a lower rate, they have C > 1 customers scheduled. The deviation from the ideal scaling C = x nat-urally measures the efficiency
(1) in terms of the intrinsic dynamics of the ride-sharing system. In networks where shortest paths between different pairs of nodes coincide and rides can be easily shared (e.g. on ideal ring networks), the optimal efficiency E = 1 is easier to reach than in networks with many distinct, nonoverlapping shortest paths (e.g. trees), see Fig. 2(d) .
Measuring the deviation from the optimal scaling at a given load x defines the susceptibility of the system to changes of the load, χ =
, describing the efficiency with which the system handles additional requests. In the limit of high load, the susceptibility becomes identical to the efficiency, E = lim x→∞ χ, due to the linear scaling of C for large x [compare Fig. 2(b,c) and Supplementary Information].
Topological universality
The similarity between the efficiency curves in Fig. 2(d) suggests a universal scaling of efficiency with the number of buses. In fact, extensive numerical simulations indicate that all efficiency curves collapse to
f (·) is a universal efficiency function and the influence of the network structure can be summarized in a single topological scaling factor B 1/2 [ Fig. 3(a) ]. This universal scaling law holds across various model topologies as well as a range of qualitatively different empirical street networks of cities of different sizes and densities, rural areas, and islands, see Fig. 3(b) . Moreover, it is insensitive against varying the dispatching algorithm (Supplementary Figure S3 and S4) and holds across a range of request distributions with uncorrelated and correlated as well as symmetric and asymmetric origin-destination pairs (Supplementary Figure S5) . The scaling factor B 1/2 denotes the number of buses required to reach half the maximum possible efficiency E max and depends on the network topology and request distribution. The maximum efficiency E max strongly depends on the dispatcher algorithm. If the dispatcher does not delay any customer in the perfect service limit, the efficiency approaches E max = 1.
Scaling of ride-sharing efficiency
How does the scaling function f (·) relate to the observables of the ride sharing dynamics? To address this question, we derive the asymptotic scaling for large numbers of buses and requests, enabling us to estimate the scaling factor B 1/2 .
The average number of scheduled customers is directly related to the average waiting time t w until pickup and driving time t d between pick-up drop-off of an individual customer [ Fig. 4(a) ]. During the time interval between a customer making a request and that customer arriving at their destination, a bus is assigned new requests with an average rate λ/B. Over the average service time of a customer, t s = t w + t d , the bus thus schedules on average λ t s /B new requests. At the expected time this average customer leaves the bus, only those new requests are expected to still be scheduled, while the older ones are expected to have been delivered earlier, such that the average number of scheduled customers is
This argument is illustrated in Fig. 4 To derive the scaling of the efficiency curve, we first consider the scaling of C close to the perfect service limit. This means we consider large B → ∞ for perfect service [compare Fig. 2(c) ] and large x 1 as in the definition of ride-sharing efficiency Eq. (1). For an efficient ride-sharing dispatcher algorithm, the delay due to detours disappears in the perfect service limit, such that
to leading order in B.
The waiting time is determined by the number of buses going directly from the origin to the destination of a request. When there are sufficiently many buses in the network, multiple buses drive along each shortest path in the network. Consequently, the waiting time decays to zero as the number B of buses becomes large, scaling proportional to B −1 , since twice as many buses means a bus going in the right direction comes by twice as often. We express the waiting time in terms of the natural time scale τ = l v in the system and a proportionality factor γ reflecting a characteristic number of buses at which the average waiting time equals the system-intrinsic time scale τ . We thus obtain
for large B. Substituting Eq. (5) and (4) into Eq. (3) yields
and with Eq. (1) the universal scaling law
for the ride-sharing efficiency [compare Eq. (2)], where the asymptotic scaling function is f (z) = 1/(1 + z −1 ) as z → ∞ and we directly identify γ = B 1/2 as the number of buses required to reach half efficiency (see Supplementary Figure S1 ).
Universality implies that there is a single scaling function f (·) and scaling factor B 1/2 valid across the entire range of B, despite the above derivation relying on the asymptotic scaling as B → ∞. In particular, the scaling factor B 1/2 analytically follows from this asymptotic scaling for a range of model networks. We remark that the above derivation of Eq. (7) includes the effect of the request distribution on the scaling factor by calculating the average trip length l with respect to the request distribution.
Distinctness of shortest paths controls scaling factor
These results raise the question which topological properties most strongly influence the efficiency function through its scaling factor B 1/2 .
The extent to which rides can be shared in the network topology is intuitively measured by the overlap or similarity of shortest paths in the network. Conversely, many distinct, non-overlapping shortest paths imply that efficient ride-sharing is difficult, quantified by the scaling factor B 1/2 . We measure this distinctness of shortest paths as the ratio = l tot / l between the total length l tot of all links in the network and the average shortest path length l . If is small, a typical shortest path use many edges in the network, indicating high overlap between different shortest paths (e.g. minimal and ring networks). This allows rides to be shared easily. If is large, shortest paths use only a small fraction of links and most shortest paths are distinct from one another or only share few edges (e.g. torus network). Consequently, trips are harder to share and we expect B 1/2 to be larger. 
CONCLUSION
Understanding and quantifying the dynamics of ondemand ride-sharing systems is essential to plan and operate ride-sharing fleets to provide a viable alternative to private cars [4, 13] . In this article, we have introduced a general, quantitative measure of ride-sharing efficiency based on system-intrinsic dynamics, enabling researchers and service providers to quantify the total efficiency of the system (absolute efficiency) as well as its response to changes in the demand (susceptibility).
The proposed efficiency measure exhibits a universal scaling law across different network topologies that is insensitive to varying demand distributions and dispatching algorithms. This scaling law quantitatively characterizes the influence of a network's size, topology and request density on the efficiency of ride-sharing. Two parameters, E max and B 1/2 , of a universal efficiency curve summarize the effects of topology, request distribution and dispatcher algorithm. The maximum possible efficiency E max strongly depends on the choice of dispatching algorithm, while the scaling factor B 1/2 quantifies the number of buses and requests required for efficient ridesharing to be possible for the given network topology and request distribution.
Previous studies found universal scaling of shareability properties [18, 28] , allowing comparison of the theoretical potential of ride-sharing across different cities. Our results now enable prediction of the actual efficiency of ride-sharing systems operating under a wide variety of different conditions. However, by its very nature, the universality cannot hold across arbitrary services and conditions. For instance, if the ride-sharing fleet itself generates the majority of the traffic in a city, the traffic congestion and thereby the characteristic driving velocity v will explicitly depend on the request rate λ and the number of vehicles B. As a consequence, the relations in Eqs. (3)- (5) do not imply the scaling Eq. (7) because B couples to λ and thus x. Moreover, our derivation of the scaling assumes an asymptotically constant driving time and a waiting time scaling as B −1 for large B, a reasonable assumption for most dispatchers. However, the same asymptotic universality is not guaranteed to hold for hypothetical dispatchers with a different scaling.
These constraints notwithstanding, our results may help to transfer insights from individual ride-sharing systems or case studies in specific cities to other cities and rural areas of different sizes, densities and with qualitatively different street networks and demand distributions. This not only enables better planning of ridesharing fleets in previously unserviced areas, but also the use of data-driven automated methods to select suitable dispatcher algorithms and service parameters by making data from different settings comparable [23] . Furthermore, the dependence of the efficiency on the network topology (e.g Fig. 5 ) suggests a way to systematically optimize ride-sharing services topologically, for example by constraining stop locations [14, 29] and allowing routes that form an effective network more suited for efficient ride-sharing.
METHODS

Dynamics of ride-sharing
The ride-sharing dynamics are a stochastic process on a street network with N nodes (intersections or places of interest) and M weighted and directed links (streets), where the weight l(i, j) of the link (i, j) denotes the distance between the connected nodes i and j. It may equally describe the time required to travel on the street, thus including effects of heterogeneous velocities due to congestion or speed limits. On this network, we consider a fixed number B of buses with infinite passenger capacity and characteristic velocity v.
Each bus b has a planned route consisting of n b (t) scheduled stops to pick up or deliver customers. This route also defines our main observables: the occupancy O b (t), i.e., the number of passengers on bus b at time t, the number of scheduled customers C b (t) and the number of scheduled stops n b (t) [compare Fig. 4(b) ]. Note that, if a bus has to pick up or deliver several customers at the same node i, this node i appears multiple times in the route, once for each customer.
We model the requests by customers as a Poisson process with constant rate λ = 1/ ∆t , i.e. with time ∆t between requests distributed exponentially with mean ∆t = 1/λ. When a customer makes a request at time treq, the dispatcher algorithm assigns a bus b to include the new request in its route as well as the details of the insertion of the required stops into the route of the bus. Over time, the bus will make all scheduled stops and eventually pick up the customer after a waiting time tw and deliver them to their destination after an additional driving time t d [see also Fig. 4(a) ].
The parameters (network topology, request distribution and dispatcher algorithm) used in the simulations presented in the manuscript are described below. Results for additional parameters and further details are given in the Supplementary Information.
Normalized load x
To be able to compare the dynamics across different street networks, request patterns or different numbers of transporters and request rates, we define a normalized load x by considering how many requests a single taxi (B = 1 bus with capacity Omax = 1) can handle. The taxi needs on average a time t
to pick up a customer and drop them off at their destination. In the optimal case, the pickup time vanishes and the taxi can serve requests up to a rate λ
where the average shortest path length l is taken with respect to the request distribution in the network. Loads x < 1 can be handled by a taxi service. For loads x > 1, ride-sharing is required to serve all requests. For example, x = 3 means that each bus has to serve three times as many requests as a taxi could handle, something that would be impossible without ride-sharing.
Event based simulation
We simulate the ride-sharing dynamics with an event-based approach. Events are divided into bus events, where a bus collects or delivers a customer, and request events, where a new request is made. Each bus b ∈ {1, ..., B} is described by its current location and its route R b (t) = i k that the bus is scheduled to stop at to pick up or deliver a customer.
Request event: For a request event at time teq(k) we randomly choose an origin i(k) and a destination j(k) according to a given request distribution P (i, j) (see below). We then find all possible offers of every bus, based on the origin and destination of the request and the current positions and scheduled routes of the buses. We assign the request to the bus b(k) with the "best" offer according to the dispatcher algorithm minimizing, for example, the arrival time t drop (see below). This bus inserts the two additional stops to pick up and deliver the customer into its route according to the dispatcher decision. Finally, a new request is generated at time treq(k + 1) = treq(k) + ∆t where ∆t is distributed exponentially with rate 1/ ∆t , meaning the requests follow a Poisson process in time.
Bus event: For a bus event we update the position of the bus. If the bus reaches a scheduled stop, we simply adjust the occupancy of the bus when collecting or delivering a customer (we assume passengers enter and exit buses instantaneously). When a customer is delivered we record the statistics of the trip, such as request time treq, pickup time t pick and drop off time t drop . Finally, we determine the next event for this bus based on its scheduled route and the bus drives to its next destination. Otherwise, if there are no more scheduled stops, the bus remains at its current location and waits idly until a new request is assigned to it.
We start all simulations in the empty state without any requests, all buses are initially idle and uniformly randomly distributed over all nodes in the network. We let the system equilibrate for some time, typically 100 requests per bus, before measuring for at least 1000 requests per bus to determine the results reported in the figures.
Dispatching algorithms
For simulations on the model networks, we use a dispatcher algorithm minimizing the arrival time t drop of each new customers without delaying previous requests. If multiple transporters offer the same arrival time (by coincidence), this dispatching algorithm chooses the bus with the smallest drive time t d = t drop − t pick and then (if still multiple transporters are possible) the bus with the currently largest number of passengers (to potentially let another bus become idle and more effectively serve other requests).
In the empirical networks, the shortest paths are often unique and allowing no detours would result in unrealistic behavior of the buses. We thus employ an algorithm that minimizes the arrival time t drop of the new request under the constraint that the delay on each currently scheduled requests is smaller than some fraction δ of the remaining time until the assigned (initially promised) stop time for both pickup and dropoff events. This means customers with a long trip may be delayed proportionally more while customers that were already delayed or that are close to their destination will be delayed less. Secondary objectives for this dispatching algorithm are the minimization of the drive time t d = t drop − t pick and the use of the bus with the currently smallest occupancy, in order to minimize the impact of the additional delays. We use δ = 0.1 for all simulations on the empirical street networks.
Additional details and results for a third dispatcher algorithm are shown in the Supplementary Information.
Networks
To study the ride-sharing dynamics in qualitatively different network topologies, we use the following model networks with link lengths l(i, j) = 1 unless otherwise noted: and N = 2500 nodes.
(g) a random geometric network generated from the Delaunay triangulation of N = 100 points distributed uniformly at random in the unit square with periodic boundary conditions. The length l(i, j) of the links is given by the Euclidean distance between the connected points.
(h) several street networks of various sizes extracted from Open Street Map with the Python package OSMnx [30] . For large regions, we discarded the smallest streets according to their tag in the Open Street Map data (see Supplementary Table S1 ). The length l(i, j) of a link is given by the length of the street it represents. We specifically chose different settings: islands since their street network is self-contained, cities as the typical application area of ride-sharing and rural areas as networks with a qualitatively different structure of the street network. Additional details can be found in the Supplementary Information.
Request patterns
All simulation results presented in the main manuscript assume uniformly random requests with P (i, j) = Porigin(i)P dest (j) = 1/N 2 . Changes in the demand distribution create an effective network topology, affecting the average trip length l . It may also cause a change in the distribution of buses on the network, changing the scaling factor B 1/2 , but not affecting the universality. For example, results for additional request distributions on the periodic square lattice are qualitatively identical and are illustrated in the Supplementary Information.
[1] United Nations. Sustainable development goals, 2015.
Goal 11: Sustainbale cities and communities - Tar In the main manuscript we illustrated our results for ride-sharing dynamics with uniformly random requests [request distribution (i)] and a dispatcher that minimizes the arrival time of requests without allowing any delay for previous requests [dispatcher (A)], both explained below. For simulations on the empirical street networks [ Fig. 3(b) in the main manuscript] we applied a dispatcher that allows some delay for already accepted requests [dispatcher (C)] in order to allow small detours in the weighted irregular graphs, in which the shortest path between two nodes is often unique. The results remain qualitatively the same across the different request distributions and dispatcher algorithms (see below).
Event based simulation
Request event: For a request event at time t eq (k) we randomly choose an origin i(k) and a destination j(k) according to a given request distribution P (i, j) (see below). We then find all possible offers of every bus, based on the origin and destination of the request and the current positions and scheduled routes of the buses. We assign the request to the bus b(k) with the "best" offer according to the dispatcher algorithm minimizing, for example, the arrival time t drop (see below). This bus inserts the two additional stops to pick up and deliver the customer into its route according to the dispatcher decision. Finally, a new request is generated at time t req (k + 1) = t req (k) + ∆t where ∆t is distributed exponentially with rate 1/ ∆t , meaning the requests follow a Poisson process in time.
Bus event: For a bus event we update the position of the bus. If the bus reaches a scheduled stop, we simply adjust the occupancy of the bus when collecting or delivering a customer (we assume passengers enter and exit buses instantaneously). When a customer is delivered we record the statistics of the trip, such as request time t req , pickup time t pick and drop off time t drop . Finally, we determine the next event for this bus based on its scheduled route and the bus drives to its next destination. Otherwise, if there are no more scheduled stops, the bus remains at its current location and waits idly until a new request is assigned to it.
Dispatching algorithms
In order to confirm the universality of our results we consider different dispatching algorithms that optimize different aspects of the trips. The first two algorithms do not allow for a delay of requests already included in the route. These dispatchers optimize their respective goal functions under the constraint that the times of all other planned stops remain unchanged. As a third example we consider an algorithm that allows for a small delay of already accepted customers proportional to the remaining travel time.
(A) The most obvious dispatching algorithm optimizes the arrival time t drop of the customers. If multiple transporters offer the the same arrival time, this dispatching algorithm chooses the bus with the smallest driving time t d = t drop − t pick and then (if still multiple transporters are possible) the bus with the currently largest number of passengers (to potentially let another bus become idle and more effectively serve other requests).
(B) The second dispatching algorithm prioritizes minimizing the drive time t d = t drop − t pick to minimize the time spent in transit for the customer. Secondary and tertiary criteria are minimizing the arrival time t drop and using the bus with the highest occupancy. In effect, this algorithm becomes identical to (A) in the limit of many buses B → ∞.
(C) The last algorithm minimizes the arrival time t drop of the new request under the constraint that the delay on each current request is smaller than some fraction δ compared to the remaining time until the assigned (initially promised) stop time for both pickup and dropoff events. This means customers with a long trip may be delayed proportionally more while customers that were already delayed or that are close to their destination will be delayed less. Secondary objectives for this dispatching algorithm are the minimization of the driving time t d = t drop − t pick and the use of the bus with the currently smallest occupancy, in order to minimize the impact of the additional delays.
Depending on the value of δ this has different effects: If δ is small (but sufficiently large to allow short detours), only short detours are allowed and the buses may become more efficient by picking up customers close to their route, especially when fewer buses operate in the system. In the limit δ → 0 this algorithm is equivalent to dispatcher (A). If δ is large, all trips become delayed, as new customers are always inserted before already accepted requests when possible, even to enable inefficient pickups. Customers spend more time waiting and in transit, making the system less efficient overall. We use δ = 0.1 for all simulations on the empirical street networks.
Networks
To study the ride-sharing dynamics in qualitatively different network topologies, we use the following model networks:
(a) a minimal network consisting of only two nodes (N = 2) with a distance l(1, 2) = l(2, 1) = 1. (g) a random geometric network generated from the Delaunay triangulation of N = 100 points distributed uniformly at random in the unit square with periodic boundary conditions. The length l(i, j) of the links is given by the Euclidean distance between the connected points.
(h) several street networks of various sizes extracted from Open Street Map with the Python package OSMnx [30] . For large regions, we discarded the smallest streets according to their tag in the Open Street Map data (see Tab. S1). The length l(i, j) of a link is given by the length of the street it represents. We used the largest strongly connected component of these networks without further processing, for example we did not explicitly remove intersections at highways from the possible origin and destination locations. We specifically chose different settings: islands since their street network is self-contained, cities as the typical application area of ride-sharing and rural areas as networks with a qualitatively different structure of the street network. In all cases, we assume a fixed velocity v = 1 (defining the time scale in the simulation) and a uniform request distribution from all nodes (intersections). TABLE S1 . Empirical street networks. The last column describes the streets used in the network based on their open street map classification ranging from residential (smallest) up to primary (largest) streets or up to highways where applicable.
Request patterns
All simulation results shown in the main manuscript assume uniformly random requests. Additionally, we also considered different distributions of the request origin and destination in the periodic square lattice (torus) network. In all cases, the requests are drawn from a distribution P (i, j) such that the origin i and the destination j are chosen independently, P (i, j) = P origin (i)P dest (j).
(i) In the simplest case, we assume symmetric and uniformly distributed origins and destinations P origin (i) = P dest (i) = 1/N .
(ii) We also consider symmetric, but random origin and destination probabilities. We draw random variables X i ∼ Uniform[0, 1] and then normalize them to define the origin and destination probabilities P origin
(iii) As before, we consider random origin and destination probabilities, but now draw them independently for origin and destination. We draw random variables X i ∼ Uniform[0, 1] and Y i ∼ Uniform[0, 1] then normalize them to define the origin and destination probabilities P origin (i) =
(iv) To more closely represent the spatial distribution of requests in a city we use a unimodal distribution of origin nodes on the torus. We choose a center i * = 0. Each node is then assigned a weight X i = exp − 2l 2 i * i maxj (l i * j ) 2 , which corresponds to a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation max j (l i * j )/2. To obtain the probabilities we finally normalize these weights as above,
(v) We also consider an asymmetric version of (iv). We choose two centers i * = 0 (for the origin) and j * (for the destination), where j * is chosen such that the distance to i * is maximal. Each node is then assigned weights
Efficiency and susceptibility at high load
In the main manuscript, we define the efficiency of a ride-sharing system via the scaling of the number of scheduled customers as the normalized load x increases. The efficiency E = lim x→∞ 
and the susceptibility as
In the limit of high load, when the request rate is sufficiently large, additional requests become identical to requests already in the system. These requests then do not affect the average waiting and drive time and these times become constant. Thus, in this limit, x → ∞, the second term vanishes and both definitions become identical
Mean-field approximation of B 1/2
For a range of model networks, we can exploit symmetries to calculate the scaling factor B 1/2 . We use the asymptotic efficiency curve in the perfect service limit [compare Eq. (4) in the main manuscript] to compute the scaling factor using the scaling of the average waiting time under mean-field conditions. We first consider the number of buses on a link and calculate the expected waiting times for the different trips. Averaging over all trips then gives the average waiting time t w . In the following we give four examples for these calculations. All values of B 1/2 are reported in Tab. S3 below.
Minimal two node graph
In the minimal graph, there are only two directed links, M = 2. The buses B are distributed equally on both links with B/2 buses per link. Since both nodes are symmetric, we consider only trips originating from node 1 (waiting times for trips from node 2 are identical by symmetry). These requests either go to node 1 with waiting time t 
Since all incoming buses must continue on to node 2, the same calculation gives the waiting time
Averaging over all trips gives
Together with l = 1/2 and Eq. (9) in the main manuscript, we find
Complete graph
In the complete graph all buses are distributed on the M = N (N − 1) directed links. Again, all nodes are identical under symmetry and we consider only trips starting from node i. For trips from a node to itself, all (N − 1)B/M incoming buses are eligible, resulting in
For trips to a specific other node, only the B/M buses going to this node can serve the request, giving
Averaging these waiting times over all trips gives
and
In the limit of large networks N → ∞ we have l → 1 such that B 
Ring
In a ring, B buses are distributed over M = 2N directed links with B/(2N ) buses per link. Again, all nodes are identical under symmetry and we consider only trips starting from node i. We assume that buses go around the ring in a fixed direction, half going clockwise, half counter-clockwise, as they always have new customers when the normalized request rate x is large. Under this constraint, all buses incoming from i − 1 to i continue to i + 1 and vice versa. For trips from i to i, buses on both incoming links are eligible and we get the waiting time
For all other trips, only buses from one direction are eligible with
except for the node directly opposite to i when N is even. Averaging over all trips gives
For large N we find to leading order
Star A star graph is a tree graph with a single node in the center directly connected to all other nodes via M = 2(N − 1) directed links. In this case, not all links are identical. There are two types of links, those going outwards from the center and those going inwards to the center. However, since each bus that goes out from the center must come back, there are again the same number B/M buses on each directed link. We now have to distinguish all possible different cases for a request: from inner node to inner node (i, i), from inner node to outside node (i, o), from an outside node to the inner node (o, i), from an outside node to another outside node (o, o ) and from an outside node to itself (o, o), where all outside nodes are identical under symmetry.
Let us first consider requests originating at the inner node: (i, i)-requests have to wait for any of the (N − 1)B/M buses inbound to the inner node, they thus have an average waiting time of
(i, o)-requests have to wait for the buses that go to their outside node, that means a fraction 1/(N − 1) out of the total (N − 1)B/M buses. Consequently, they have an average waiting time of
(o, i)-requests have to wait for any of the buses that are inbound to their node since all of them have to travel back through the inner node. The same holds for (o, o)-requests. This means they are waiting for one out of B/M buses and have an average waiting time of
(o, o )-requests have to wait for the buses that go to their specific destination node o , that means a fraction 1/(N −2) out of the total B/M buses inbound at o. They have an average waiting time of
where the last expression holds in the limit of large networks, N → ∞. In this limit we find B Scaling of the efficiency close to the perfect service limit Figure S1 illustrates the leading order scaling of the driving time t d ∝ B 0 and waiting time t w ∝ B −1 close to the perfect service limit with many buses, B → ∞. Using only this leading order scaling, we express the efficiency E as
This scaling is well confirmed by the simulations [Fig. S1(c) ]. 
Robustness of results
The efficiency of ride-sharing changes with the number of buses and the request rate. In the main manuscript we illustrated the convergence of C to optimal service, C = x, in the torus network. We observe the same for the other topologies, see Fig. S2 . The convergence is faster for some networks, such as the ring, signifying better conditions for ride-sharing already for smaller B. The scaling factor B 1/2 , describing the number of buses required to reach half efficiency, is correspondingly smaller for the ring than for the other networks.
The results presented in the main manuscript illustrate the universality of the ride-sharing efficiency for uniformly random requests (i) and arrival time minimizing dispatcher algorithm (A). They remain qualitatively unchanged for other request distributions (i-v) and dispatcher algorithms (A-C).
Different dispatcher algorithms naturally behave differently than assumed in the derivation in the main manuscript. While most dispatchers will attempt to keep the drive time small to ensure that customers arrive at their destination, in some cases certain assumptions necessary for the arguments in the main text are not valid. In particular, when allowing delays of the trips, remains valid. The efficiency curves are universal for each dispatcher algorithm, illustrated in Fig. S3 . As long as the driving time becomes constant in the perfect service limit and the waiting time decays as B −1 , the efficiency curve for large B follows the asymptotic curve derived in the main manuscript (Eq. 7 in the main manuscript, see Fig. S4 ) with appropriate B 1/2 and E max .
Additionally, we defined different request distributions on a torus with N = 121 nodes, modelling uniform, random and partially directed requests. In all cases we find almost identical results (Fig. S5) . The asymptotic scaling for large B (black line, Eq. (7) in the main manuscript) holds for both dispatcher since both have an asymptotically constant driving time and a waiting time scaling as B −1 (compare Fig. 3 in the main manuscript).
FIG. S5.
Ride-sharing universality with respect to request distributions. Different request distributions (i -v) do not influence the universality of the ride sharing efficiency on the torus with N = 121 nodes. The different request distributions change the effective topology of the network, modifying the average trip length l and the distribution of the buses on the network. Using the correctly weighted l and the appropriate rescaling factor B 1/2 , all efficiency curves collapse to the same curve.
